World Ranking Event
sprint – 16. 9. 2017, Lázně Bělohrad

BULLETIN 2
Organizer:

Český svaz orientačních sportů, SPORTCENTRUM Jičín, z.s. (SJC)

Event Center:

Lázně Bělohrad, meadow by the spa (50.4279125N, 15.5896331E).
There is limited space for club tents.

Arrival and parking:

The only possible arrival is from Miletín, other roads are located in the competition
area. Parking for cars is free on the meadow in the north of the village.

Forbidden areas:

See above, except for the training area and the route to the start.

Training:

The training area is located in the embargoed area for the race (see map above). It
will be open from 13:00 and will be in the range of the training map. This map you
will get at the presentation. Compared to the race map it is not waterproof.

Presentation:

Saturday, September 16 13: 00-15: 00 in the race center.
Late entries only to "vacant" places in the starting list.

Distances:

parking-EC: 500 m (not marked)
EC-start: 1100 m (marked by blue-and-white flags)
EC-finish: 0 m

Categories P and HDR: On the training until about 18:20. Time is not measured, no SI.
Start:

Interval, start time 00 = 16:00.

Notice:

There is a small amount of impassable vegetation (421 and 421.1) and flower beds
(528.1) in the area that will be marked with tape in the terrain at the exposed sites.
In some places artificial barriers will be created, which is also forbidden to pass. In
the map by symbols 521.1 and 709 (see figure below), in the terrain with a tape.
Some streets can only be crossed on a marked crossing (see picture below). Some
will be guarded by the organizers.

Those rules will be supervised by the organizers and their violation will result in a
competitor's disqualification.
Prohibition of using shoes with spikes.
Traffic is not reduced, pay extra caution!
Everybody starts at his/her own risk.
Map:

Lázně Bělohrad - 1: 5 000, E = 2 m, state 08/2017
ISSOM2007 map key, by Tomas Hanzl, size A4, waterproof (pretex).

Special map features: green cross – root stock, black cross - playground equipment / sitting / bower, black
wheel – electric pillar
Terrain:

Urban area, parks, sports grounds and suburban forest with undergrowth.

Start numbers:

For category DH16A-DH20A (only for racers ranked in “A” Czech cup) and DH21E,
for pick-up at start. These competitors are required to run with a start number
visibly (including advertisements) on the chest.

GPS:

For selected DH21E racers. GPS units will be at start. The list of competitors will be
posted on the web, at the EC and at the start.
Failure to remove the GPS unit is a reason for disqualification.

Control descriptions:

In the EC and on the map for all categories (except P and HDR).

Punching:

SPORTident - the possibility to borrow an SI card for 50, - CZK.
In the event of a fault, punch in the "R" field on the map.
Category P and HDR run without time keeping and punching.
The competitor is required to clear, check and clear the SI card at startup.

Finish:

The competitor ends the race by dragging the target unit.
The maps are being taken and will take place at 18:00.

Winner times:

According to the CSOS Competition Rules.

Time limit:

30 minutes.

Refreshment:

Water at the finish.
Small refreshments in the center of the minigolf stand.

WC:

Mobile toilets TOI-TOI in the center and two booths about 200 m before the start.

Washing:

The organizer does not provide, Pardoubek pond is recommended 400 m from EC.

Health service:

At the EC of basic treatment.

Results:

At the EC and in ORIS system.

Prize giving:

At 18:30 at the EC. Ranked 1st and 3rd in the categories DH16-20A and DH21E and
in the first places in the other categories (except P and HDR).

Protests:

Written by a deposit of 400 CZK, later to sjc@post.cz.
WRE protests without a deposit.

Officials:

Race Director: Tomáš Kalenský
National controller: Jindřich Kořínek
Course setter: Jan Mrázek
IOF advisor: Dan Wolf

